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Removal of the Veazie Dam
Improving Habitat Access for Sea-run Fish, 
Uncovering History, and 
Unharnessing the Penobscot River
Presented by:
Joseph McLean, PE
• Dam Structure
• Hydrology
• Planned Sequence
• Actual Demolition
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2002 to 2012 Summer Flow Rates at West Enfield gage
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Lowest Flow Years over the Past Decade (2002, 2007, 2010)
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Highest Flow Years over the Past Decade (2008, 2009, 2011)
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• Season (July 15th through October 31st)
• Controllable flow less than 12,000 cfs
 (Equal to 14,440cfs at Veazie)
• Best Season – 108 Continuous Days
• Worst Season – 56 Days
• Median Season – 83 Days
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• Phase 1
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• Phase 2
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• Phase 3
Complete Removal of Approx. 
194 Feet for Salmon Passage
Migration Flow
Provided Passable Velocity for 
Salmon
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• Phase 4
• Complete Removal of Dam , 
Forebay, Fishways, and 
Power Station ‘B’
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